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In this paper the notion of a quotient topology is extended to
uniform spaces, and a quotient uniformity is defined for a uniform
space. After the definition is validated its basic properties are
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In this paper the notion of a quotient uniformity is discussed.
The idea was largely motivated by the following question. Suppose a
quotient uniformity can be defined, then is the topology induced by it
the quotient topology? In general, the answer to this question is nega-
tive, but in Chapter 5 an important sufficient condition for equality is
established.
For understanding the paper a knowledge of general topology is
expected, but for convenience to the reader and to avoid ambiguity, the
more important terms are defined here. In the following X refers to a
topological space. X is said to satisfy the first axiom of countability
if the neighborhood system of each point has a countable base. X satisfies
the second axiom of countability if it has a countable base. X is said
to be a T. space if every singleton is closed. X is Hausdorff if points
can be separated by disjoint open sets. X is compact if every open cover
has a finite subcover. Finally X is said to be completely regular if for
every point in X and every closed set not containing the point there is a
continuous real valued function which is 1 on the point and on the closed
set. Caution: "Completely regular" as used in this paper does not assume
the T. separation axiom.
If f is a function from X to a topological space Y then f is open if
the image of each open set in X is open in Y. Similarly f is closed if
the image of every closed set in X is closed in Y.
The complement of a set A is denoted by ""A.

II. THE CONCEPT OF A QUOTIENT UNIFORMITY
In this chapter the notion of a quotient uniformity is defined by
analogy with the concept of a quotient topology. It is known that given
a topological space (X,J ) and a function of f from X onto an arbitrary set
Y it is possible to define a topology on Y in the following way:
.-1
fr(f) = \ G:GcY, f (G)e J }
The topology J(f) is called the "quotient topology with respect to f" and
it has the property that it is the largest topology on Y which makes f a
continuous function.
It is natural to conjecture that a similar construction relative to
a uniform space (X,fy) and an arbitrary set Y will result in a uniformity
"^(f) defined on the set Y. In order to make the statement of this problem
more precise the following definitions are needed:
Definition 2.1 : Let X be a set, and let X*X denote the cartesian
product of X with itself. The collection of all pairs (x,x) is called the
diagonal and is denoted by A(X)
.
Let U be contained in X*X then U__^ is the set of all pairs (x,y)
such that (y,x) is in U. If U and V are contained in X*X then U»V is
defined to be the set of all (x,z) such that there is a y in X with (x,y)
in V and (y,z) in U. Finally, U[G] , for G contained in X, is the collec-
tion of all y such that (x,y) is in U for some x in G.
Definition 2.2 : A uniformity for a set X is a non-void family
of subsets of X*X satisfying the following properties:
(a) for each U in^ , A(X) is contained in U;

(b) if U is in 1/ then u"
1
is also infy;
(c) if U is in
<ty
then there is a V in ^ such that VoV is
contained in U;
(d) if U and V are in ^ then their intersection is again
m V ;
(e) if U is in
°H
and V contains U then V is in ^ .
Definition 2.3 : if X is a set and ^ a uniformity for X, then
the pair (X,°ty) is called a uniform space .
Suppose f maps X into Y then the induced function f_ from X XX
into YxY is defined by f (x,y) = (f(x),f(y)).
Now suppose f is a function from a uniform space (X,°l{) onto a
set Y. Define:
V = (v:VCY*Y and f
2
_1
(V) G^U j» .
For a proof that V is a uniformity on Y the following lemmas are needed.
Lemma 2.1 : Let f be a function from X into Y and let VCY«Y;
then (f^V))" 1 - f.j'V" 1 ).
Proof : Let (x,y) be in (f " (V))" 1 , then (y,x) is in f 2
_1
(V),
hence (f(y),f(x)) is in V. This implies that (f(x),f(y)) is in V and
so (x,y) is in f_ (V ). Similarly, let (x,y) be in f. (V ); then
(f(x),f(y)) is in V , thus (f(y),f(x)) is in V. This implies that (y,x)
is in f
2
~ (V) and so (x,y) is in (f " (V))" .








Proof : Let (x,y) be in f«(V V). Then there are elements a and

b in X such that f(a) = x, f(b) = y and (a,b) is in V©V. Thus there is a
c in X such that (a,c) and (c,b) are in V. It follows that (f(a),f(c)) =
(x,f(c)) and (f(c),f(b)) = (f(c),y) are both in f
2






Theorem 2.1 : Let f be a function from a uniform space (X,fy) onto
a set Y. Then the collection Vis a uniformity on Y.
Proof : Let V be inVand let y be in Y; then f " (V) is infy,
and there is an x in X such that f(x) = y. We know (x,x) is in f_ (V),
hence (f(x),f(x)) = (y,y) is in f (f "^(V)) = V. Thus 4(Y)cV for all V
inV. Let V£<V; then f
£










(V). Now f (Z°Z)cf (Z)of (Z)Cf (f ^(V)) = V, and
f
2




<Z)pZ. Let V., V
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) are both infy, thus f^V^O^" 1^) = f^CV^) is in 1(
and it follows that V..nV- is inV. Finally let V be inVand suppose V
1
contains V. We know f'^V) is inty, and since f (V)Cf (Vj it
follows that f- (V-) is infy, which implies that V is inV. Thus prop-
erties (a) -(e) are satisfied and hence V is a uniformity on Y.
Thus the generalization of the concept of quotient topology to
uniform spaces is a valid one, and with this similarity in mind we call
the uniformity of Theorem 1.1 the "quotient uniformity with respect to
"f" and denote it by^(f).
It turns out that there is an alternate way of describing the
quotient uniformity which in certain instances is. more useful.

Theorem 2.2 : Let f be a function from a uniform space (X
,fy)
onto a set Y such that Y has the quotient uniformity^f) . Then,
t«f) Hf2 (u): ue^[.
Proof ; Let V be infy(f); then f
2
" 1





(U) = f (f "^(V)) - V. Thus V is in ^
f
2
(U) : Ufll}. Similarly












(V) is infy(, which implies that V
is in^(f).
It is worth noting that this description has no anology in the
theory of quotient topologies.
Theorem 2.1 provides a means of generating new uniformities. In
fact, for each function f from (X,^0 onto a set Y there is an associated
uniformity on Y. A few illustrative examples follow.
Example 2.1 : Let (X,1<) be a uniform space where ^i is the in-
discrete uniformity (i.e., consisting only of the set X*X) . Then by
virtue of Theorem 2.2 for any onto function f the associated uniformity
on Y is also indiscrete.
Example 2.2 : Similarly iftyis the discrete uniformity (con-
sists of all sets which contain the diagonal) then for any function f,
the associated uniformity on Y is also discrete. This follows since
f.(A(X)) =A(Y), hence A(Y) is in 1((f) which implies by property (e) of
a uniformity that *U(£) is discrete.
Example 2.3 : Let X =(R and letl^be the usual uniformity on IR «.

Define f from IR onto |R by f (x) = 2x. It is known that %( consists of all
sets which contain a set of the form \ (x,y) : |x-y|< G \ for some 0. Thus
by Theorem 2.2 and property (e) of a uniformity, %(f) consists of all sets
which contain a set of the form f ](x,y) : |x-y | < 6? •
It is now shown that °U( is contained in *L((f). Let U be in *t{ "> then
there is a set B = ^(x.y): \ x-y 1 < €• f such that BCU. Since ^(x,y): lx-y|<€^
is in U, f
2
"j (x,y): | x-y|<^|is in %f). But f
2 \
(x,y): |x-y|< £/2 r =
^(u,v): lu-v^ej1 = B. Thus B is in ^(f) and it follows that U is in
%(f).
Example 2.4 ; Let X = |R and let fy be the usual uniformity
+ + + 2
restricted to IR . Define f from IR onto |R by f(x) = x . Again by
Theorem 2.2 and property (e) of a uniformity ^(f) consists of all sets
which contain a set of the form f l(x,y): lx-y|<$J , for some £>0.
However, in this case it is shown that ^ £ (f). First observe that
f
2
i(x,y): lx-y|<6^ = i(x 2 ,y 2 ): |x-y)<<:J = U^.v): |JS - W |c $\
Now if ^Ij C (f) then i(x,y): ) x-y I < If is in ^j(f) , hence there is an
8 > such that ] (u,v) : iTu - <5~v" l< 6 ) is contained in \ (x,y) : | x-y | < if «
By the Archemedian law for the reals there is a x £ tR such that \) x £ s»l.
Let j~f = JIT + €/2, then \'JT - 3y~l = \K - ]~T - £ /2 I = i/2.
Hence (x,y) is in \ (u,v) :liu -<Tvl<6r , and therefore in ](x,y): j x-y | elf.
But | x - y I = | x - (JT + €/2) 2 | » I J"? 6 + € /4 | > 1. Thus (x,y) is
not in i(x,y): \ x-y \ < If , and it follows thatfy/ is not contained in Q// (f )
.
Notice that in Example 1.3 f(x) = 2x is a uniformly continuous func-
2
tion, whereas in Example 1.4 f(x) = x is not. This turns out to be an
important fact. That is, in the next chapter it is shown in a general
10

setting that f is uniformly continuous if and only if ^ is contained
in %(f).
The chapter is concluded with the following transitive property of
quotient uniformities.
Lemma 2.3 : Let f be a function from X to Y and let g be a





= ( fo 8^2*
Proof : (gof)
2
(x,y) = (gef (x)
,
g»f (y)) = (g(f(x)), g(f(y)))
= g2





Theorem 2.3 : Suppose f maps the uniform space (X t °U{) onto Y
and g maps the uniform space (Y,*l((f)) onto Z then^fgof] =<U(f)[g].









is infy. Thus g2
" 1
(V) is in %(£) and it follows that V is in 1((f)[g).
Conversely let V be in^(f)[g]; then g2
" 1












)" 1 (V) = (gof)
2




III. PROPERTIES OF THE QUOTIENT UNIFORMITY
As has been stated previously the quotient topology is the largest
topology which makes f a continuous function. A similar result holds
for quotient uniformities. However, before proceeding the concept of
uniform continuity will be needed.
Definition 3.1 : Let f be a function from a uniform space (X,fy
)
to a uniform space (Y,^ ) then f is uniformly continuous relative to l{
andfy if and only if for each V in V the set "j(x,y): (f (x) ,f (y)) £ V}
is in ty .
It will be helpful to have the following equivilent form of
uniform continuity.
Theorem 3.1 : A function f from (X, 1^) into (Y,V) is uniformly
continuous if and only if for each V inV, there is a U in^ such that
f„(U) is contained in V.
Proof : Suppose f is uniformly continuous and let V be in *V .
U = i (x,y) :(f(x), f(y)) 6 V f is in 1( and it follows that f2 (U) is con-
tained in V. Conversely suppose for each V in "V there is a U in ^
such that f9 (U) is contained in V. Let (x,y) be in U; then (f(x),f(y))
is in f 9 (U) which is contained in V, hence (f(x),f(y)) is in V. This
implies that (x,y) is in \ (x,y) :(f (x),f (y)) 6 V f . Thus U is contained in
1 (x,y) : (f (x) ,f (y)) € vf , and it follows by property (e) of a uniformity
that 1(x,y):(f(x), f(y))£V[ is in ty .
The relationship between the quotient uniformity and uniform con-
tinuity of the function can now be stated.
12

Theorem 3.2 ; A function f from a uniform space (X/l|) onto a
uniform space (Y,V) is uniformly continuous if and only if Vis contained
in fy((f ) , where fy(f) is the quotient uniformity with respect to f.
Proof ; Let f map (X,^ ) onto (Y,<ty). Suppose Y£4((f), and let
V be inV. Then f- (V) is infyby definition of the quotient uniformity.
Further, f (f. (V)) is contained in V, hence f is uniformly continuous
by Theorem 3.1. Conversely assume f is uniformly continuous. Let V€ <V ;
then there is a U in^K such that f (U)CV, thus f " (V) => f" l (£A\J)) Z^ U.
Hence f_ (V) is in°l|by property (e) of a uniformity and it follows that
V is infyCf). Thus ^^(f) and the proof is complete.
Before proceeding, a fact concerning uniformly continuous functions
is proved. This fact is used in the theorem to follow.
Lemma 3.1 ; Let f map (X.fy) onto (Y,<V) and let g map (Y,<V)
onto (Z/llJ) such that f and g are uniformly continuous. Then the composi-
tion gof mapping (X,^ ) onto (Z,*U/) is uniformly continuous.
Proof ; Let Wffyj; since g is uniformly continuous there is a V
in^such that g (V)CW. Further, since f is uniformly continuous there
is a U inllsuch that f„(U)CV. Thus g'UUjCW, and by Lemma 2.1 (gof) (U)CW,
hence gef is uniformly continuous.
The next theorem is also true in a topological setting with uniform
continuity replaced by continuity and uniformities replaced by topologies
(See Kelley p. 95).
Theorem 3.3 ; Let f map (X,^ ) onto Y, and equip Y with the
quotient uniformity ^(f) . Then a function g mapping (Y, (l((f)) onto (Z,<V)
13

is uniformly continuous if and only if gof is uniformly continuous.
Proof ; If g is uniformly continuous, the uniform continuity of
gof follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1. Conversely assume g»f is











(U) is in<l{(f) by Theorem 2.2,
hence g is uniformly continuous by Theorem 3.1.
Corollary ; Suppose f maps (X.fy) onto (Y,1((f)) such that f is
one-to-one. Then f is uniformly continuous.
Proof ; Let g of Theorem 2.3 equal f ; then g«f f~ «f i,
which is clearly uniformly continuous. Hence by Theorem 2.3 f is uni-
formly continuous.
The following definition will allow a clearer statement of these
ideas.
Definition 2.2 ; Let f map (X,fy ) into (Y,^); then f is said
to be a uniform isomophism if and only if f is one-to-one, onto, uniformly
continuous and has a uniformly continuous inverse. Two spaces (X,fy ) and
(Y,ty ) are said to be uniformly isomophic if and only if there exists a
uniform isomophism f from (X,<1( ) to (Y,*V).
Theorem 3.4 ; Suppose f maps (X,1() onto (Y,fy(f)). Then f is
a uniform isomorphism if and only if f is one-to-one.
Proof ; Suppose f is one-to-one; then by assumption f is onto,
and f, f are uniformly continuous by Theorem 3.2 and the corollary to




In a topological setting if f maps (X, fr ) into (Y, ^ ) such that
f is both onto and open, then i/l is the quotient topology. With the
concept of a uniformly open map a similar result can be proved for uniform
spaces.
Definition 3.3 ; Let f map (X,^ ) into (Y,<V); then f is said
to be uniformly open if and only if for all U in^ there is a V inVsuch
that V[f(x)] is contained in f(U[x]) for each x in X.
Lemma 3.2 : Let f map X onto Y and let VCY*Y and UcX*X.
If V[f(x)]Cf (U[x]) for all x in X, then VCf
2
(U).
Proof : Let (y, ,y«) be in V; then there is an x. in X such that
f(x i) = Yi* Thus y_ is in V[f(x )] which implies that y„ is in f(U[x ]).
Hence there is an x_ in X such that f(x ) y and x. is in U[x ]. Thus
(x.,x ) is in U, and it follows that (y,,y 2 ) is in f2 (U).
Theorem 3.5 : Let f map (X,ty ) into (Y,*V); then Vis the quotient
uniformity if f is onto, uniformly continuous and uniformly open.
Proof : Since f is onto and uniformly continuous it follows from
Theorem 3.2 that ty£fy(f). Let V6l/(f); then f^OO is infy. Now,
there is a V. in such that V..[f(x)]C f ~ (V)[x] for all x in X since f
is uniformly open. By Lemma 3.2 V. Cf (f (V)) = V, and it follows that
V is inVby property (e) of a uniformity.
If (X,u) is a topological space which satisfies the second axiom
of countability, it is not true in general that the quotient space (Y, U (f))
also satisfies this axiom. (See Cullen p. 83). However, for uniform
spaces the situation is quite different. Before proceeding the notion of
a base for a uniformity is made precise.
15

Definition 3.4: A sub-family fiofa uniformity % is a base for %
if and only if each member of % contains a member of £ .
Theorem 3.6: Let (X.fy) be a uniform space and let £ be a base
for % • If f maps X onto Y then the collection \fAB): BG&fis a base
for the uniform space (Y, ty(f)).
Proof: By Theorem 2.2 U2 (B) : B€&f is a sub-family of fy(f ) .











(V)) = V, and it follows that ^(B) : Belt
is a base for (Y, ^(f)).
Corollary 1; If (X,fy) has a countable base then (Y,^(f)) also
has a countable base.
Proof: If$is a countable set then
-U^B) : Be&fis also
countable.
The metrization theorem for uniform spaces states that a uniform
space has a countable base if and only if its uniformity is pseudo-metrizable
(i.e., the uniformity is generated by a pseudo-metric). For a proof of this
theorem see Kelley p. 186.
This characterization provides another corollary.
Corollary 2: If (X,^) is pseudo-metrizable then (Y, *l{(f)) is
pseudo-metrizable.
Proof: This result follows from corollary 1 and the foregoing
remarks.
Given any uniform space (X,<ty ) it is possible to define a topologi-
cal structure on X in the following way. LetS^be the collection of all
GCX such that there is a U in ty with the property that U[x]CG. One can
16

easily verify that this collection is indeed a topology on X. Because
of its dependence on ^ we call \ the topology of the uniformity or
simply the uniform topology
.
If & is a base for a uniformity «l| on X, then the family of all sets
B[x] for B in fi forms a base for the neighborhood system of x with respect
to the uniform topology. Consequently, if «l| has a countable base then
^satisfies the first axiom of countability
. In view of the proceeding
theorem we also have the following.
Theorem 3.7; Let (X,1( ) have a countable base and suppose f
maps X onto Y. Then the topological space (Y,
^(f) ) satisfies the first
axiom of countability.
Proof: Since (X,ty ) has a countable base, so does (Y, %(£)) by
the corollary to Theorem 3.6. Hence (Y,
^ (f) ) satisfies the first axiom
of countability by the preceeding remarks.
Next, three important properties of uniform spaces are defined, and
the extent to which these properties are possessed by the quotient
uniformity is discussed.
Definition 3.5: A uniform space (X,^) is said to be Hausdorff
or seperated if and only if D \ U: U e °U f - A (X)
.
Definition 3.6: A uniform space (X,1( ) is called totally bounded
or pre-compact if and only if for each U in ^ there exists a finite set
FCX such that U[F] = X.
In order to define the notion of completeness in a uniform space the
following preliminary definition is needed.
Definition 3.7: A net Js^n € D[ where D is a directed set is
17






iS in U whenever m > n - N for some N in D.
Definition 3.8; A uniform space (X,fy ) is called complete
if and only if each Cauchy net in the space converges to a point of the
space.
If (X,^ ) is a uniform space such that ty is a seperated uniformity
it is not in general true that (Y,fy(f)) is also seperated. The fact
that Hill : Ufc<KM(X) implies that f^f^U: U ety \) = A (Y) , but this is
not in general equal to f)ff
?
(U): U€^if.
Similarly if (X f°U) is complete it is not true in general that
(Y,fy(f)) is complete. However, if f is one-to-one and (X,fy ) is
complete, then (Y, *l/(f)) is complete. This follows from Theorem 3.4
and the fact that completeness is a uniform invariant. (See Thron p. 76).
However, if (X,fy ) is pre-corapact then it is always true that
(Y, %(£)) is pre-compact. By construction f is uniformly continuous and
the uniformly continuous image of a pre-compact space is pre-compact.
(See Thron p. 76).
Finally, for the material which is in Chapter 4, it is worthwhile
to be aware of the following characterization of a complete and totally
bounded uniform space.
Theorem 3.7 ; The uniform space (X,*1!/ ) is pre-compact and
totally bounded if and only if the topological space (X,j^), where ^L is
the uniform topology, is compact.




So far we have established that given any uniform space (X,<K) and
an onto function f from (X,fy ) to a set Y, it is possible to define a
uniformity on Y, denoted by ^(f) . It turns out, as the following
sequence of theorems will show, that the space Y is really superfluous
to the discussion. That is, it is "equivilent" to a set of equivalence
classes in X, defined by f.
Theorem 4.1 : Let f be a map from (X,fy) onto (Y,fy(f)) and let
0- if" (y); yeYJ" . Define a function P from (X,fy ) to (#,^(P)) by
P(x) = f" (f(x)). Then there is a uniform isoraophism g from (Y,%£)) to
(«$'
»





Proof : Let g(y) = f
-1
(y). Now gof = g(f(x)) = f
-1
(f(x)) = P(x)





(f (x)) = f(f
-1
(f(x)) = f(x), thus the diagram
commutes. By Theorem 3.1 P = gof is uniformly continuous, thus by
Theorem 3.3 g is uniformly continuous. Similarly f g « P is uniformly
continuous. It is clear that g is both 1-1 and onto. Thus g is a
uniform isomorphism and the proof is complete.
Theorem 4.2 : The relation x (f) y if and only if f(x) f(y)
is an equivalence relation on X and the corresponding equivalence classes




Proof : It is clear that (f^ is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive. It remains to show that (f} [x] = *| f (f (x) \ . Let z be
in<U>[x]; then f(x) = f(z), thus z is in U" 1 (f(x))^ . Similarly
if z is in If" (f(x))f , then f(z) = f(x) and z is in^f)[x].
Now let R be any equivalence relation on X and let R[x] denote
the corresponding equivalence classes. Let x/r denote ^R[x]:x € X f ,
then define P from (X,1| ) onto (X / R,fy(P)) by P(x) = R[x]. The func-
tion P is called the projection map from (X,^ ) to the quotient space
x/r.
.Theorem 4.3 ; Let f map (X, 1^) onto (Y, 11(0) then the uniform
space (Y, ^(f)) is uniformly isomorphic to (x|<f>
,
^(P)).
Proof ; By Theorem 4.1 (Y,^((f)) is uniformly isomophic to
(^.tyCP)). By Theorem 4.2 X / < f> = $ and P(x) » f -1 (f (x)) = <f >[x] = P(x)




As has been stated previously, for each uniform space (X, 1^ ) there
is an associated topological space (X,^) where JL is the uniform
topology.
Now suppose f is an onto map from the uniform space (X,^ ) to the
uniform space (Y,fy((f)). Then the uniformities fy and ^(f) each have an
associated uniform topology. Denote these by iL and
^<n\( f \ respectively,
^(y.flO- »(yj *U($0
We will call \jL the "uniform topology" and Ofu/^ "the topology of the
quotient uniformity."
As was mentioned in Chapter I, given any topological space (X,i7 )
and a function g from X onto Y it is possible to define a quotient
topology J(g) on Y. Hence, using the function f and the topological space
(X, J^i) of the preceeding paragraph we may construct the quotient space
(Y, \{t)).
At this point, it is natural to ask what relationships exist between
JF*. (f) and ^)// f \» It is the aim of this chapter to give a partial
answer to this question.
Definition 5.1 : A topological space (X, 1^ ) is uniformizable if
and only if fy( is the uniform topology for some uniformity for X.
It is a fact that a topological space is uniformizable if and only
if the space is completely regular (see Kelley p. 188). With this
21

characterization we give a necessary condition for the quotient topology
Jqj(f) and the topology of the quotient uniformity ^n// f \ to be identical.
Theorem 5.1 ; Let (X,^) be a uniform space and let f be a
function from X onto an arbitrary set Y. If J^(f) =
^\[(f\ then the
topological space (Y, J^(f)) is completely regular.
Proof : We know (Y, ^fji/eO *- s completely regular since \Jeutc\
is the uniform topology of the uniformity ^(f). By assumption (Y, J^(f))
(Y, l/^. ,
f
v) hence (Y, J^,(f)) is completely regular.
As one might expect, uniform continuity implies continuity, and
uniformly open implies open with respect to the uniform topologies.
Theorem 5.2 ; Let f be a uniformly continuous function from
(X,fy) to (Y,ty") then f is continuous from (X, J/^ ) to (Y, %).
<\.
-1
Proof ; Let G be in J<y . It must be shown that f (G) is in
C\,
-1
\Jeu . This is true if and only if, for all x in f (G) there is a U in
ty such that U[x]Cf" 1 (G). Let x be in f" (G) ; then f(x) is in G, and
there is a V in "V such that V[f(x)]CG. By uniform continuity there is
a U in ^U such that f (U)CV, hence f (U)[f(x)]CG. It now follows
that U[x] C f" 1(f
2
(U)[f(x)])C f" 1 (G) and so G 6 3^ .
Theorem 5.3 : Suppose f is uniformly open from (X,fy ) to (Y,<V)
cv <x
then f is an open map from (X, dry) to (Y,c/,y).
Proof : Let G 6 J/j, ; then for all x in G there is a U inf( such
that U[x]CG. Thus f (U[xJ) C f (G) , and since f is uniformly open there is
aV in 1/ such that V[f (x) ] C f (f [x])C f (G) . Hence f(G) is in Jiy .
The following general result, concerning the topologies 3\.(f)*
and vAji(f) is a consequence of Theorem 5.2.
22

Theorem 5.4 ; Let (X,^) be a uniform space and f a function
from X onto Y. Then ^/ f)C J^(f).
Proof : The function f from (X,
"ty ) to (Y,1((f)) is uniformly
continuous by Theorem 3.2, hence f is continuous with respect to the
uniform topologies by Theorem 5.2. Now let G
€ J(cn ( c \
'> tnen f " (G) is in
Or^ by continuity of f, but this implies that G is in CAw(f) by definition
of the quotient topology.
In general |h.. . does not equal i/$w(f), as the following example
shows.
Example 5.1 ; Let X = In equipped with the usual uniformity.
Let Y = \ a, b j» and define f in the following way: f(x) = a for x<0 and
f(x) « b for x < 0. Then, Y*Y = \ (a, a), (a,b), (b,a), (b,b)| and it is
easy to see that t((f) =^Y«Yf . It follows that ?L, f) =^> 4a> b }.|.
It is known that Jdh is the usual topology on the real line hence (jj\i(f) =
\k
, \a, bf ,1 b\\ .
Next, three sufficient conditions are given for the topologies
J^(f) and uL/f) to be equal.
Theorem 5.5 : Let (X,fy ) be a uniform space and let f be a
function from X onto Y. If f is open with respect to the uniform topologies
then Ot^f) = 3^( f)«
01. -1 *>
Proof : Let G be in Ufy(f) ; then f (G) is in Uq, and since f is
open it follows that f(f" (G)) G is in [fi . . . Hence v/^(f) £. i/^i/ f\»
and equality follows from Theorem 5.4,
Corollary : If f is uniformly open the \Jf»tc\ ~ Ufy(f).
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Proof : If f is uniformly open then f is open by Theorem 5.3.'
Theorem 5.6 : Let (X,fy|) be a uniform space and let f be a
function from X onto Y. If f is closed with respect to the uniform
topologies, then J"^(f) = l/L (f) .
Proof : Let G be in 9^(f); then f" L (G) is in 9^ and f(^ f
-1
(G))
^f(f (G)) =*-G is closed in (Y, vf<fti/ f \) since f is a closed mapping.
Hence G is in C*0W/- f \. Theorem 5.4 gives the reverse inclusion.
Corollary : If (X,fy ) is compact and (Y/U(f)) is a seperated
uniformity then u^(f) =
^a//f\«
Proof : A continuous map from a compact space to a Hausdorff
space is closed (See Cullen p. 262). Since (Y, fy((f)) is seperated it
follows that (Y, Uf)
;
/ f \) is Hausdorff and the conclusion follows.
In order to prove the next theorem it is necessary to review briefly
some of the general results on uniform spaces. Given a uniform space
(X,fy) and an element U infy it is always possible to find a V in ^l{ such
that V« VcU. Furthermore V can be chosen so that it is open in the
product topology. This follows since the interior of any member of "l|
is also a member of 1| . (See Kelley p. 179). If V is open in the product
space (XxX,L/rtJ) then V[x] is open in (X,i/) and hence is an open
neighborhood of X.
Observe that in Example 4.1 f" (b) = (-•* , 0) and f~ (a) = [0,<^) are
not compact sets. This fact turns out to be important.
Theorem 5.7 : Let f be a function from the uniform space (X,fy( )
onto the uniform space (Y, fl((f)). If 1 f (y) \ is a compact set for each
y in Y then U^( f ) dfy(f).
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Proof ; By Theorem 5.4 \J^ C J~<?y (f) , hence it remains to
show that lA((f) cy^ (f) . Let GGUfy(f); then f"
1
(G) is inland this
implies that for all x in f" (G) there is a U inty such that U[x]C f" 1 (G).
Now G is in Jir^(f) if and only if for all y in G there is a V in fy(f)
such that V[y]C G. Let y be in G, and let i f~ 1 (y)} - C. Now Ccf
_1
(G)
hence for all x in C there is a U in°l( such that U [x]cf~ (G) . By the
previous remarks there exists an open V in fy( such that V o V C U . It
X XXX
follows that V [x]is an open neighborhood of x and \J (V [x]) is an open
a
cover of C. Let V, [x. ] V [x ] be a finite subcover and let V = H V; .linn i«i v
It is now shown that f.(V)[y]CG. Let z be in f
?
(V)[y]; then (y,z) is
in f_(V), hence there are elements a, b in X such that f(a) = y, f(b) = z
and (a,b) is in V. Now a is in f (y) hence a is in C which implies that
a is in V.[x.] for some i. Also (a,b) is in V so (a,b) is in V . for all
j, j = 1, n. In particular (a,b) is in V . Now (a,b) in V and
(x. ,a) in V. implies that (x.,b) is in V°V. and hence (x., b) is in U.
.
i 1 1 ii i' l
Thus b is in U. [x.] which is contained in f (G) . It follows that z is
in G. Finally f
2
(V) is in ^(f) by Theorem 2.2, and the proof is complete.
Corollary : Let (X,fy ) be compact, (Y, \Jo^(f)) a T. space; then
Proof : Let y f Y; then \ y j> is closed, hence If (y) [ is closed
since f is continuous. Now a closed subset of a compact space is compact
hence | f (y) j is compact.
We note that one could also assume that (Y, ^..J, is T.. in the
previous corollary, but since (Y, Ufi// f \) is known to be uniforraizable
and hence completely regular, the space would be T~, and thus (Y, ^(f))
would necessarily be a seperated uniformity, reducing the result to the
corollary to Theorem 5.6.
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It is possible to rephrase the previous corollary so that it it
independent of the theory of quotient uniformities.
The.iorena 5.8; Let (X, J ) be a compact, completely regular
topological space and suppose f maps X onto Y. If (Y, S^(f)) is a T
space, then (Y, 0(f)) is completely regular.
Proof: Since (X/3") is completely regular there exists a
uniformity fy on X such that J is the uniform topology. It now follows
from the corollary to Theorem 5.7 that J (f) = &.(f) and thus \J(£) is
uniformizable and hence completely regular.
It is worth noting that the author has been unable to find a proof
of this fact independent of the theory developed in this paper.
The fact that continuity implies uniform continuity for a function
whose domain is a compact uniform space (See Thron p. 187) allows us to
give the following characterization.
Theorem 5.9 : Let (X,^) be a compact uniform space and let f
be a map from X onto Y. Then \J^ (f) - tlfy(f) if and only if (Y, X(f))
is completely regular.
Proof : The necessity follows from Theorem 5.1. For sufficiency
suppose (Y, Ut^iO) is completely regular; then it follows that (Y, ^(f))
is unformizable and hence there is a uniformity Vsuch that \Ji^ = Usy f «.
The map f from (X,J^) to (Y, lA^(f)) is continuous, hence f is uniformly
continuous from (X,^ ) to (Y, <V ). By Theorem 3.2 this implies that
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